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AURANGABAD, India: Prices of many foodstuffs are
surging in India, despite a good start to monsoon
rains - an unexpected boon for wholesalers, but a
major headache for the central bank and a govern-
ment hoping for its help to reboot the economy.
Reserve Bank of India Governor Raghuram Rajan has
cut interest rates three times this year to boost
growth, but he has since warned he will not cut
again if poor rains drive up prices and threaten his
inflation target. Bond and stock traders in Mumbai
have been left compulsively checking weather fore-
casts.

But in a bustling market in Aurangabad, 330 km
east of the financial capital, wholesaler Shaikh Sharif
does not need to track the monsoon: he says prices
will stay high no matter what the rains do. Standing
in a storage room with sacks of produce stacked
almost to the ceiling, the 42-year-old is stockpiling
garlic and onions, saying unseasonal rainfalls earlier
this year and a subsequent heatwave have already
hit crops, and farmers won’t be able to immediately
make up for the shortfall.

“Vegetable prices will rise despite good mon-
soon rains due to thin supplies,” he said, as a book
keeper nearby jots figures in a thick ledger. “If the
monsoon fails, then there will be an even bigger ral-

ly in prices.” Pulses, vegetables and chicken make up
12 percent of India’s consumer price index. That
means significant price rises will pose a major chal-
lenge to the RBI, which this year unveiled the coun-
try’s first inflation target - keeping consumer price
rises between 2 and 6 percent.

A fall in inflation to well within those levels this
year has allowed Rajan to cut interest rates by a total
of 75 basis points, including a move this month. He
has indicated he will now pause, projecting con-
sumer inflation could rise to about 6 percent by next
January, not too far from the 5 percent registered in
May. Economists expect him to stay firm on that
stance, though a pause will likely frustrate govern-
ment and businesses wanting more help for an
economy that is struggling on the ground, despite
strong official figures. “This is a new inflation target-
ing framework which the RBI is trying to implement,”
said A Prasanna, an economist with ICICI Securities
Primary Dealership in Mumbai. “If inflation goes out
of control they will lose credibility, and this whole
framework will come under question.”

Price Pressure
Recent data supports the prospect of potential

inflation trouble during the monsoon season, which

runs from June to September, even as rains have
now started to fall in earnest, easing some of the
investors’ fears. Average onion prices at Lasalgaon,
India’s largest wholesale market in the state of
Maharashtra, jumped nearly 31 percent in June from
the previous month, according to government data.

Meanwhile, prices for pulses - a key source of
protein in a largely vegetarian country - and chicken
have soared to record highs because of the unusual
weather this year. Amit Magre, a director of Bajrang
Pulses and Agro Products in western India, says the
production of pulses has been so bad that he’s now
importing them, and running a single daily shift at
his mill compared with three last year. “Even if we
assume monsoon delivers good rainfall, new crop
supplies will start from October onwards. Until then,
prices will remain elevated,” he said.

The government was lauded last year for its
efforts to keep a rein on inflation despite lower-
than-expected rainfall, a push that largely consisted
of releasing wheat and rice from government-run
warehouses and cracking down on hoarders. But it
does not have stockpiles of vegetables, chicken and
pulses. Importing them is difficult and costly, as
pulse production remains low elsewhere, while veg-
etables and chickens are too perishable. — Reuters 

JAKARTA: Indonesian companies are
shedding jobs as they grapple with
the weakest economic growth in six
years, adding to the troubles facing
Pres ident  Joko Widodo,  who was
elected last year on pledges to dig
the country out of a rut. Government
data  might  suggest  no cause  for
alarm - unemployment was 5.81 per-
cent in Februar y,  up only s l ightly
from 5.70 percent a year earlier - but
the official numbers are notoriously
unreliable and don’t adequately cov-
er the informal sector, which is two-
thirds of  Southeast Asia’s  biggest
economy.

Recent reports of heavy lay-offs
across the country paint a bleaker pic-
ture, and business executives, recruit-
ment firms and jobseekers say it is get-
ting worse. Young people are being hit
hardest ;  the International  Labour
Organization estimated the youth job-
less rate was more than 20 percent in
2013, and economists believe it  is
higher now. About a third of the work-
force is aged 15 to 29, a youth bulge
that could bring Indonesia, a country
of 250 mil l ion people,  the sor t  of
demographic dividend China and
South Korea enjoyed a generation ago
- but only if there are jobs for the 2
million people joining the workforce
every year.

“The government doesn’t have a
blueprint for labour absorption,” said
proper ty businessman Hariyadi
Suk amdani ,  chairman of  the
Indonesian employers’ association. “If
this condition is allowed to continue,
what we would get is not a demo-
graphic bonus, but a demographic dis-
aster. There could be social turmoil
and higher crime rates.”

Jobless in Jakarta
When he took office eight months

ago, Widodo said he would pour bil-
lions of dollars into infrastructure and
foster growth in manufacturing. But
the promised splurge on roads, power
plants and ports has not materialised,
largely because of bureaucratic hold-
ups and land disputes, and a shortage
of sk i l led labour is  holding back
growth in value -added industries.
Miners have been hammered by a
double whammy: a ban on mineral ore
exports and a sharp drop in commodi-
ty prices.

Meanwhile, labour-intensive indus-
tries such as textiles and manufactur-
ing have been hit by the rupiah’s slide
to a 17-year-low, which has raised the

cost of  impor ted raw materials.
Hundreds of redundant garment fac-
tory workers protested for hours this
week in the financial district of Jakarta,
the capital, after their company was
declared bank rupt and its  assets
seized by two banks.

Unemployment in turn is hitting
consumption, which makes up more
than half  of  Indonesia’s  economy.
Automobile sales in May fell 18.4 per-
cent from a year earlier,  the ninth
decline in a row. “Stocks are piling up
because nobody is buying. The peo-
ple’s purchasing power is weak,” said
Ade Sudrajat, head of Indonesia’s tex-
tile association. “This has never hap-
pened before in the last 45 years.”

Expat Exit
Arif  Budimanta,  adviser  to the

finance minister, said the government
was introducing measures such as
halving lending rates for small busi-
nesses and exempting most goods
from a luxury tax to stimulate con-
sumption. At job fairs in Jakarta the
gloom is  palpable.  Naomi Octiva
Naibaho,  a  manager at  the
Kompaskarier.com portal that ran one
such fair recently, said about 6,000
jobseekers turned up ever y day,
roughly triple the number of positions
on offer. Gita Harahap, 26, has been
sending resumes for weeks since the
bank where she worked as a teller
started a round of lay-offs, but she has
had no luck. “No one has called me
back,” she said. “The competition is
tighter.”

In the first five months of this year,
79 companies approached Universitas
Indonesia for potential recruitment,
down from 110 over the same period
of 2014, said Sandra Fikawati, head of
the university’s career development
centre. The slowdown is also affecting
higher-paid jobs, including in financial
services, said Rob Bryson, Indonesia
country manager for recruitment firm
Robert Walters.

From mid-2013 to late last year, the
number of foreigners holding work
permits in Indonesia is estimated to
have dropped 20 percent to around
62,000, partly because expatriate job-
seekers saw more opportunities in
Western countries,  he said.
“Companies here are look ing to
increase productivity,” Bryson said.
“They will happily hire one person and
let go of two in many circumstances,
so that adds pressure to the employ-
ment scene.” — Reuters 

LUBUMBASHI, DR Congo: The minerals in the south-
eastern Katanga region represent potential riches for the
Democratic Republic of Congo, but a lack of electricity is
preventing the country from fully exploiting them. In
Katanga’s regional capital Lubumbashi, power cuts regu-
larly shut down the furnace at the STL factory that extracts
cobalt, copper and zinc oxide from a nearby mountain of
slag. It takes 34 megawatts of electricity for the site’s giant
furnace to operate at full capacity, but DR Congo’s nation-
al power company Snel is only supplying 24 megawatts.
“We are living in a situation of continual stress and it’s hell,”
said Jean-Pol Tavernier, STL’s maintenance director.

Worse still, according to Tavernier, are the outages that
disrupt production, sometimes several times a day, for up
to seven hours. “Electricity began to become a problem
during the mining boom of 2006-2007,” said Tavernier. “It
kept on getting worse until becoming really catastrophic
in 2012.” The lack of power has even forced Chinese com-
pany CDM to cut 300 jobs. “We can’t work with the little
power we have,” said CDM’s director in Katanga, Akili Peter.
“This is what forced us to shut down the four furnaces and
lay off all those people working with us.”

Lacks about 600 Megawatts 
DR Congo’s mining sector had been enjoying a renais-

sance amid an influx of foreign investors and high com-
modity prices. The state-owned sector had suffered from
under-investment and mismanagement during the dicta-
torship of Mobutu Sese Seko from 1965 to 1997, only to
be thrown into tumult during five years of war that fol-
lowed his ouster. But a new mining code adopted in 2002
brought improvement to the sector by attracting foreign
investment to boost production with lowered tax rates.

That activity and Katanga’s fabulous deposits have
made the DR Congo a top producer of cobalt - a metal
used to make alloys prized by the high-tech industry - and
a major producer of copper. The government is eager to

promote further expansion of the mining sector to spur
the overall development of the country, which despite
over seven percent of average annual growth in recent
years is still ranked among the world’s least developed
nations.

But Kinshasa has also proposed a contested reform of
the mining code involving higher taxes for foreign
investors that actors in the sector warn will further brake
activity already stymied by the electricity shortage. DR
Congo’s mining sector lacks about 600 megawatts of elec-
tricity according to Ben Munanga, director of energy and
infrastructure at the Kazakh group ENRC, and who deals
with mining energy issues on the country’s Chamber of
Business. The problem is that the age and poor mainte-
nance of its power stations do not allow state-owned Snel
to meet electricity demands. In 2013 it generated about
1,500 megawatts of electricity despite an installed capaci-
ty of nearly 2,450 megawatts, according to its website. 

‘Need New Production’ 
The head of the Snel’s grid in Katanga, Jean Marie

Mutombo Ngoie said the supply problem was just tempo-
rary. “We think that within a year we’ll be able to increase
power...” he said, citing renovation of power stations that
serve mining companies as a reason for his optimism. But
Munanga also noted “that won’t absorb all of the deficit.
You need new production, that is the pressing need.” The
problem of insufficient electrical supplies isn’t exclusive to
DR Congo. Regular power outages in South Africa led offi-
cials there to warn in May that shortages have significant-
ly undermined economic growth. Even worse energy defi-
ciencies beset cities elsewhere across the continent.

Awaiting enduring solutions some mining companies
in DR Congo are installing generators to alleviate their
power problems, while others import electricity from
Zambia - both expensive options. The cost of lost produc-
tion is also steep. Munanga said copper output - which

topped one million tonnes in 2014 - could be increased by
250,000 to 300,000 tonnes per year with more power. DR
Congo is faced with “horrible energy insecurity,” said a
source close to the government who requested anonymi-
ty as he warned “in the short term, the situation risks wors-
ening” for the mining sector. 

In partial response to that, the government issued

a decree in April exonerating mining companies for
four years from customs duties and sales tax on
imported electricity and foreign equipment pur-
chased to generate power. While the mining compa-
nies appreciate that gesture, one executive said wryly
that this shows “they don’t have any real solution dur-
ing the next four years.” — AFP 

Lack of electricity hinders DRC mining sector

LUBUMBASHI: People walk past an old locomotive displayed as a monument on May 26, 2015. —AFP 

Prices of vegetables, pulses, chicken surging

Food price surge puts 
Rajan on back foot

SHANGHAI: The world’s second tallest building,
Shanghai Tower, will soon open in the Chinese finan-
cial capital with a twist - a 120-degree twist, to be
exact. A softened triangular “outer skin” is literally
twisted around a circular core, sending the glass and
steel tower spiralling 632 m into the grey sky above
the city. State-backed developer Shanghai Tower
Construction and Development Co views the modern
design as a symbol of China’s future, a super-tall build-
ing in the city’s gleaming Pudong financial district,
which did not even exist 25 years ago.

People involved with the project said the building
will open this summer, with office tenants moving in
first, but the developer declined to comment. “This
twist is an iconic symbol of looking forward for the
Chinese people,” said Grant Uhlir, practice area leader
and principal for Gensler, the US architecture firm
whose design was chosen for the building which
broke ground in 2008. “It’s been referred to as a strand
of DNA. It’s also been referred to a place where the
ground connects with the sky,” he said.

Although still dwarfed by the reigning champion
Burj Khalifa in Dubai, which stands at 828 m, and with
new challengers under construction, the $2.4 billion
Shanghai Tower can still lay claim to a host of superla-
tives. Besides being the tallest double-facade build-
ing, the world’s fastest elevators travelling 18 m per
second will whisk people up and down while the
globe’s second highest hotel will be located on the
84th to 110th floors. An estimated 16,000 to 18,000
people will pass through the Shanghai Tower every

day. The building will sway up to a metre in high
winds, with a 1,000-tonne “damper” weight near the
top reducing the effect.  

‘It has to be Unique’ 
“When you do these iconic, super-tall buildings, it

can’t be a copy of something else. It has to be unique,”
said American chief architect Marshall Strabala, who
participated in the project while at Gensler. Now the
head of his own firm, he spent part of his three-
decade career working on some of the world’s tallest
buildings including the Burj Khalifa. He said the dou-
ble skin plays other roles besides pure design, provid-
ing insulation to keep the building cool in summer
and warm in winter and reducing wind stress. “This
building is a giant Thermos bottle, that’s all it is,” he
said.

But the vacuum flask metaphor masks the mind-
numbing complexity involved in balancing the
design, safety requirements, building codes and client
demands that shaped the tower. Despite the futuristic
look, concepts owing to Chinese culture are present.
A golden canopy at the base of the building was orig-
inally meant to be green, the colour of weathered
copper, but the developer rejected the idea because
in Chinese, the expression “wearing a green hat”
means being a cuckold. “It’s not a good thing. Gold is
a colour of prosperity,” Strabala said. A white stone
structure dubbed the “River Wall” on the lower floors
conceptually cuts the building into west and east, like

Shanghai itself is divided into Puxi and Pudong on
either side of the Huangpu River. “Pudong side is busi-
ness, Puxi side is fun. The retail, restaurants (in the
building) are on the fun Puxi side,” Strabala said. The
developer is expected to shun using floor numbers
with the number four, which sounds like the Chinese
word for death. Gensler says the building has 121
“occupied” floors, while the total number has been
given as 127 or 128 storeys depending on how they
are counted.

‘Curse’ of Tall Buildings 
Office space will take up much of the 573,000-sq-

m building, while the retail space is small compared
to a shopping mall - just four floors. The building’s
arrival on the Shanghai office market could potential-
ly pull down rents and drive up the vacancy rate, ana-
lysts said. “It remains to be seen whether the pool of
tenants currently in Pudong is large enough to fill the
building or whether Shanghai Tower will need to start
offering discounts to attract others,” said Michael
Stacy, executive director of Cushman & Wakefield’s
tenant advisory group in China.

Property agents are quoting rental rates in a range
of 9 to 16 yuan ($1.45 to $2.56) per square metre a
day depending on location, but they say the develop-
er is offering rent-free periods. Strabala believes the
prestige of the address will draw tenants though he
jokes about the “curse” of tall buildings, which seems
to follow economic strife. —AFP 

JAKARTA: Indonesian President Joko Widodo (front row, third right) attends a
mass prayer held by members of the Nahdlatul Ulama (NU), the biggest Muslim
organization in Indonesia, to welcome Ramadan on June 14, 2015. — AFP 

Rising unemployment piles 
up problems for Widodo

China gives new twist to 
second tallest building

Marshall Strabala, the chief architect of the
Shanghai Tower, poses for a picture next to a
three-metre model of the Shanghai Tower on the
fifth floor of the tower. — AFP Photos

SHANGHAI: This picture taken on May 8, 2015 shows a view looking up towards the still under-construc-
tion Shanghai Tower (bottom center), the Shanghai World Financial Center (left) and the Jin Mao Tower.


